
                 Daughters in Shakespeare: Dreams, Duty and Defiance 

A number of Shakespeare's plays show daughters negotiating the demands 
of their fathers, often trying to reconcile duty with a desire for 
independence. Kim Ballard considers Juliet as one example of this. 

 
When we consider that Shakespeare lived in an age when all actors were male and the 
subject matter of serious drama focused heavily on the exploits of men, it’s hardly surprising 
that female characters are in a minority in his plays. And yet Shakespeare created many 
complex and engaging female roles for his young male actors to perform. Parent-child 
relationships feature heavily, and a significant number of these involve fathers and 
daughters. Interestingly, mothers are often absent from the drama, throwing the 
daughter/father relationship into sharp relief. A father of two daughters himself, 
Shakespeare’s dramatic daughters make a formidable line-up of young women, most of 
them at a transitional stage between the protection of their childhood home and an adult 
life beyond it. The transition is rarely a smooth one: in both comedies and tragedies, tension 
rises as daughters go in search of love, adventure and independence.  

Juliet ‘yet a stranger in the world’ 

Romeo and Juliet may be a love story, but a daughter/father relationship lies at the heart of 

the play’s events. Juliet is not yet 14 when the young nobleman Paris approaches her father 

Capulet for permission to woo his daughter. At first, Capulet seems protective of Juliet, his 

only surviving child, and proposes that ‘two more summers’ should pass before ‘we may 

think her ripe to be a bride’ (1.2.10–11). But Paris is a good prospect, a relative of the Prince 

of Verona, so Capulet agrees to Paris’s request, inviting him to a family feast that very 

evening which Juliet will be attending. 

In Shakespeare’s time, daughters of respectable families, like Juliet, could expect their 
fathers to have a significant involvement in choosing their future husband. This reflected the 
subordinate position of women in a patriarchal society, and particularly the traditional view 
that daughters were a commodity and could be used in marriage to forge useful alliances. 
Paternal involvement in husband selection provided fertile material for Shakespeare in 
many of his plays, and he makes considerable dramatic use of the resulting family clashes. 
Initially, Capulet is seemingly kinder than many fathers in allowing Juliet some say over her 
future husband: ‘But woo her, gentle Paris, get her heart, / My will to her consent is but a 
part…’ (1.2.16–17). 

Later in the play, however, when the family is in shock after their kinsman Tybalt has been 
murdered, Capulet leaps ahead and sets an early date for the wedding without consulting 
his daughter first. ‘I think she will be rul’d / In all respects by me’ (3.4.13–14) he comments, 
clearly expecting Juliet to be compliant. 

The obedient way young women of the 16th century were meant to behave towards their 
parents was not only reflected in religious teaching but also well documented in 
publications known as ‘conduct books’. At the beginning of the play, Lady Capulet – sent to 
speak to Juliet by her husband – tells Juliet about Paris’s interest in her, and encourages her 
to consider him. Juliet’s reply exemplifies the behaviour expected of her: 



I’ll look to like, if looking liking move; 
But no more deep will I endart mine eye 
Than your consent gives strength to make it fly. 
(1.3.97–99) 

Unfortunately, Juliet’s dutiful words are soon forgotten when, overcome by her ‘warm 
youthful blood’, she falls in love with Romeo (the son of her father’s enemy) and marries 
him in secret. Inevitably then, she must disobey her father later in the play by refusing to 
marry Paris. Capulet is furious. Despite Juliet’s attempts to remain respectful towards him, 
‘Good father, I beseech you on my knees / Hear me with patience but to speak a word’ 
(3.5.158–59), he threatens to disown her if she doesn’t comply with his wishes: ‘And you be 
mine, I’ll give you to my friend, / And you be not, hang, beg, starve, die in the streets’ 
(3.5.191–92). 

It’s part of Juliet’s tragedy that she’s unable to tell her authoritarian father about her 
marriage to Romeo, even though she could express her love with an eloquence that could 
overcome anger and hatred. Capulet is determined to ‘give’ her to Paris (a father’s 
prerogative, even enshrined in the marriage ceremony) and she feels she has little option 
but to agree to Friar Laurence’s drastic plan to fake her own death in order to extricate 
herself from this situation – a plan that is doomed to go horribly wrong. 

 


